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" Possibly this journey I am thinking of may bring me to other
thoughts."
" 0, certainly. Believe me, you want but to look upon some
great scene of activity to make you ours forever; and when you
come back, you will joyfully enroll yourself among that class of
men whose art it is to draw towards themselves a portion of the
money, and materials of enjoyment, which circulate in their ap-
pointed courses through the world. Cast a look on the natural
and artificial productions of all the regions of the earth; consider
how they have become, one here, another there, articles of neces-
sity for men. How pleasant and how intellectual a task is it to
calculate, at any moment, what is most required, and yet is want-
ing, or hard to find; to procure for each easily and soon what he
demands; to lay-in your stock prudently beforehand, and then to
enjoy the profit of every pulse in that mighty circulation. This,
it appears to me, is what no man that has a head can attend to
without pleasure."
Wilhelm seemed to acquiesce, and Werner continued.
" Do but visit one or two great trading-towns, one or two sea-
ports, and see if you can withstand the impression. "When you
observe how many men are busied, whence so many things have
come, and whither they are going, you will feel as if you too could
gladly mingle in the business. You will then see the smallest
piece of ware in its connexion with the whole mercantile concern;
and for that very reason you will reckon nothing paltry, because
everything augments the circulation by which you yourself are
supported."
Werner had formed his solid understanding in constant inter-
course with Wilhelm; he was thus accustomed to think also of
his profession, of his employments, with elevation of soul; and he
firpily believed that he did so with more justice than his other-
wise more gifted and valued friend, who, as it seemed to him, had
placed his dearest hopes, and directed all the force of his mind,
upon the most imaginary objects in the world. Many a time he
thought this false enthusiasm would infallibly be got the better
of, and so excellent a soul be brought back to the right path. So,
hoping in the present instance, he continued: "The great ones
of the world have taken this earth of* ours to themselves; they live
in the midst of splendour and superfluity. The smallest nook of
the land is already a possession, none may touch it or meddle
with it; offices and civic callings bring in little profit; where,

